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ABSTRACT
Basic Skills Teacher Licensure Test
Scores as College of Education
Admission Criteria
by
Audrey Lawrence
Dr. K evin D. Creban. Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Educational Psychology
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

The objective o f this paper is to analyze the criterion-related validity o f the
Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST) cut-scores as teacher education program
admission criteria. PPST and American College Test (ACT) scores o f 372
graduates, and PPST scores and other academic characteristics o f 1,062 graduates
o f a Nevada teacher education program were examined. Findings o f this study
support that PPST and ACT subtests measure similar constructs, PPST scores do
not predict success in student teaching, nor do they predict teacher candidates'
college GPAs over and above ACT scores. In addition, over 99 percent of
students who received scores o f 22 or higher on an ACT sub test achieved passing
scores on the corresponding PPST subtest, and the majority o f examinees who
failed the PPST received ACT scores o f 21 or lower. Findings substantiate the
plausibility o f waiving the PPST requirements for applicants with ACT scores o f
22 or higher.
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CHAPTER 1

TEACHER TESTING REQUIREMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES
Introduction
The quality o f public education and the competency o f elementary and secondary
schoolteachers came under scrutiny in the early 1980s when A Nation at Risk: The
Imperative for Educational Reform (1983), a report o f the National Commission on
Excellence in Education, unveiled the apparent decline in students' academic
achievement on standardized tests (Garcia, 1987; Hicken, 1992; Snow, 1995). In
response, state teacher proficiency testing programs have been designed and gradually
implemented as part o f educational reform movements throughout the United States. The
goal of such programs is to screen out incompetent teachers, allowing only qualified
professionals to teach American children, and thereby improving elementary and
secondary school students' academic achievement. Toward this end, an increasing
number o f state departments o f education began mandating the use o f licensure tests
assessing basic skills, professional and subject knowledge deemed sufficient for entering
the teacliing profession. In addition, most National Council for Accreditation o f Teacher
Education (NCATE) accredited colleges o f education utilize cut-scores established by the
individual states on basic skills licensure tests that assess reading, writing, and
mathematics knowledge o f applicants, to raise their admission standards, thus reducing
the number o f unqualified students from entering the field o f education (Dybdahl, Shaw,
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& Edwards, 1997; Garcia, 1987; Heller & Clay, 1993; Hicken, 1992; Poggio, Glassnapp.
Green, & Tollefson, 1997; Soules, Beatty, & Hopper, 1993; Sudweeks, 1991). The high
stakes nature o f licensure and admission testing prompted numerous researchers to
investigate the validity o f these tests (Aksamit, Mitchell, & Posebl, 1987; Cobb, Shaw,
Millard, & Bomotti, 1999; Duke & Duke, 1990; Dybdahl et al., 1997; Heard & Ayers,
1988; Hicken, 1992; Mitchell & Barth, 1999; Nance & BCinnison, 1988; Poggio et al.,
1997; Salzman, 1991; Sentz, 1991; Shepard, Kreitzer, & Graue, 1987; Sibert, 1989;
Stoker & Tarrab, 1985; Soules et al., 1993; Sudweeks, 1991; Tannenbaum, & Rosenfeld,
1994). The following describes basic skills teacher licensure testing in the United States
with an emphasis on the validity o f these tests as college o f education admission criteria.
Additionally, a study investigating the criterion-related validity evidence o f the PreProfessional Skills Test (PPST), the academic characteristics of graduates of a Nevada
teacher education program below and above required PPST cut-scores, as well as
predictors of success in the program is provided.
Teacher Licensure Testing - State Requirements
Some o f the recommendations of the National Commission on Excellence in
Education as reported in Nation At Risk (1983) were the following:
... persons preparing to teach should be required to meet high educational standards,
to demonstrate an aptitude for teaching, and to demonstrate competence in an
academic discipline. Colleges and universities offering teacher preparation programs
should be judged by how well their graduates meet these criteria, (p. 68)
Currently in the United States, the District o f Columbia and 40 states require, and three
other states plan to require, that aspiring teachers take and "pass" licensure tests assessing
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basic skills, professional knowledge, or subject knowledge (Educational Testing Service.
2000). Tests developed by Educational Testing Service (ETS) are utilized by 32 states
and the District o f Columbia, six states employ similar tests developed by National
Evaluation Systems, Inc. (NES), three states use tests designed by the individual teacher
preparatory institutions (Educational Testing Service, 2000; Mitchell & Barth, 1999;
State Department o f Education, 1998), and ten states have no testing requirements
(Jerald, Curran, & Boser, 1999). Table 1 lists testing requirements and test developers
used by state. Reports, such as Quality Counts (Jerard et al., 1999) prepared by
researchers at Education Week on the WEB, regularly rank states based on established
teacher testing standards. In Quality Counts, grades are assigned to states based on
criteria such as funding o f induction programs for beginning teachers, incentives
provided to seek National Board certification, and adopted teacher testing requirements.
In 1999, grades ranged from A for North Carolina and Connecticut to D for Idaho and
Wyoming (Jerald et al., 1999). Table 2 lists grades assigned to each state in 1999.
Typical Test Development Process
When a statute is passed requiring teacher licensure testing in a state, typically, the
state department o f education announces a request for proposals for the development o f a
testing program. After reviewing bids, states contract with testing companies, such as
ETS. Following several content validation studies, and possible item revisions the tests
are first administered on a no-fault basis (teacher candidates are required to take the tests,
but the state does not utilize those test scores for licensure purposes). Test scores are then
collected and analyzed to determine appropriate passing scores. The initial content
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Table I
Testing Requirements and Test Developers by State
Basic Skills Assessment
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
N ew Hampshire
N ew Jersey
New Mexico
N ew York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Subject or Professional
Knowledge Assessm ent

-

-

ETS

-

-

ETS
NES
NES
ETS
ETS
ETS
ETS
ETS

NES
ETS
ETS
NES
ETS
ETS
ETS
ETS
ETS

-

-

NES
ETS

NES
ETS

-

-

ETS
ETS
ETS
ETS
ETS
NES
NES
ETS
ETS

ETS
ETS
ETS

-

ETS
ETS
ETS
ETS
-

local
-

ETS

-

ETS
NES
NES
-

ETS
ETS
-

ETS
ETS
ETS
local
local
ETS

-

-

-

ETS

ETS
ETS
ETS
-

ETS

-

ETS
ETS
ETS - pending
ETS

-

-

ETS
local; ETS - alternate route

ETS
local

-

-

E TS-2001
ETS
pending - 2003
ETS
ETS

E T S -2 0 0 1
ETS
pending - 2003
ETS

-

-

-

Source: individual state department of education websites (2ÜÜÜ).
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Table 2
Grades Assigned to States
Connecticut
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Kentucky
Louisiana
Michigan
California
Massachusetts
N ew York
Florida
Indiana
Missouri
West Virginia
Colorado
Maryland
Minnesota
Virginia
Wisconsin
Rhode Island
Georgia
Tennessee
Ohio
Vermont
Arizona
Delaware
New Jersey
New Mexico
Texas
New Hampshire
Alabama
Hawaii
Washington
Kansas
Maine
Mississippi
Nevada
Utah
Arkansas
Iowa
Montana
Nebraska
Pennsylvania
North Dakota
Oregon
South Dakota
Alaska
Illinois
Idaho
Wyoming

in

Quality Counts (1999)
Number

Letter

93
93
92
92
89
86
86
85
85
85
84
84
84
84
83
83
83
83
83
82
81
81
80
79
78
78
78
78
78
77
76
76
76
75
75
75
75
74
73
73
73
73
73
72
72
72
69
69
66
66

A
A
AAB+
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
BBBBC+
C+
C+
C+
C+
C+
C+
C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
ccc-

D+
D+
D
D

Source: Jerald, Curran, & Boser (1999)
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validity studies are conducted by a panel o f educators, "mostly novice teachers who have
less than five years o f experience" who "consider two questions about each item: 'Is the
knowledge in this question used in my teaching?' and 'What percentage o f beginning
teachers would answer it correctly?'" (Mitchell & Barth, 1999, p. 15). These content
experts then develop recommendations that are submitted to a commission on
professional standards for final action. Based on the results of these smdies, after
considering the state's supply and demand o f teachers and the passing rate of teachers
during the no-fault period, a competency testing review committee makes its
recommendation for required passing status.
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CHAPTER?

PRE-PROFESSIONAL SKILLS TEST (PPST)
According to ETS (2000), 28 states and the District of Columbia, or over 80 percent
o f states that require assessment o f basic skills for teacher licensure, require passing
scores on the Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST), or Praxis I, a battery o f basic skills
tests developed by ETS for the purposes o f teacher licensure and college o f education
admission screening. Some states, including Georgia, Oklahoma, and Nevada, exempt
individuals with certain qualifications, namely state-mandated levels o f sophomore
grade-point-averages (GPA), Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT) scores, American
College Test (ACT) scores, or Graduate Record Examination (GRE) scores, from taking
the PPST.
Format
The paper-pencil version of the PPST is composed of three subtests assessing basic
proficiencies in reading, writing, and mathematics, with time limits o f 60 minutes each.
The formats o f the PPST subtests, as described on the ETS website are as follows:
1. PPST Reading - 40 multiple-choice questions based on reading passages and
statements.
2. PPST Writing - 45 multiple-choice questions involving usage and sentence
correction, one essay topic as a basis for a writing sample.
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3. PPST Mathematics - 40 multiple-choice questions on geometry,
mathematical reasoning, conceptual and procedural knowledge, and
representation o f quantitative information.
The computer-based (CBT) version o f the Praxis I is also composed o f three subtests
assessing basic proficiencies in reading, writing, and mathematics, with extended time
limits o f 95, 70, and 65 minutes, respectively. Their use will be discontinued in 2001. The
formats o f the CBT subtests, as described on the ETS website are as follows:
1. Reading - 36 multiple-choice questions based on reading passages and
statements.
2. Writing - 35 multiple-choice questions involving usage and sentence
correction, one essay topic as a basis for a writing sample.
3. Mathematics - 29 multiple-choice questions on geometry, mathematical
reasoning, conceptual and procedural knowledge, and representation o f
quantitative information.
Description
The computer based Praxis I score scale ranges from 300 to 335. Paper-pencil PPST
scores are reported on a scale of 150 to 190, a negatively skewed "essentially raw score
scale - 41 possible raw scores (0-40) yielding 41 possible scale scores (150-190)"
(Bauemfeind, 1987, p. 406). The paper-pencil PPST subtests are designed to be
interpreted as criterion referenced tests, which means that test-takers' scores are not
meant to be compared with one another, but rather, test scores are to be construed as
examinees' level o f competence as it compares to the ideal or standard o f demonstrated
knowledge. Reported KR-20 reliabilities range from .81 for Writing to .91 for
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Mathematics (Oppenheim, 1985, p. 1188). Interrater reliability for the essay portion of
the Writing subtest has been recorded at .7 (Quellmalz, 1985, p. 1189). All three PPST
subtests are administered several times each year in a number o f locations in participating
states. PPST Registration Bulletins are available at colleges o f education, or on the
website o f ETS. The registration fee, whether for one subtest, or for the entire series, is
$35, each paper-pencil PPST subtest fee is $18, and computer-based test fees are $80 for
one subtest, $105 for two subtests, and $130 for three subtests.
Passing Scores
Required passing scores on the PPST vary from state to state. For example, the PPST
Mathematics subtest passing score is 169 in Minnesota and 178 in Virginia. As Mitchell
and Barth (1999) report, this means that test takers in Minnesota need to mark
approximately 45 to 50 percent o f their answers correctly, while test-takers in Virginia
must answer 68 to 73 percent o f the questions accurately to be admitted into teacher
preparatory programs, and/or be licensed to teach in their state. Mitchell and Barth
further assert that only 10 percent o f all test takers nationally would "fail to make the cut"
in states, such as Minnesota, but four times that many would not be allowed to teach in
states with requirements comparable to Virginia. Similar discrepancies exist among other
states, and for PPST Reading and Writing subtests as well. Despite these differences
among states, however. Section 207 o f Title II of the Higher Education Act mandates that
the Department o f Education collect data on teacher testing programs and standards for
licensure in each state. The law requires the Secretary to annually submit to the Congress
information on the quality of teacher preparation, such as passing rates on teacher tests.
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H
by state and by college o f education (U.S. Department o f Education, 1999). Table 3
shows required PPST passing scores by state.
According to Smith and Hambleton (1990), "it is not possible for the same
examination to perform with uniform reliability or consistency at each possible passing
score," but these discrepancies prevail because "legal considerations frequently take
precedence over psychometric soundness and the concept o f a unified profession ... with
a single examination passing score" (p. 9). According to Mitchell and Barth (1999), to
avoid htigation, each state's teacher competency testing "system is designed to prevent
false negative judgments about either candidates or institutions that produce them" (p. 3).
Albert Shanker (1996), former president of the American Federation o f Teachers agrees
with critics that passing scores on these basic skills tests are established "ridiculously
low" (cited in Gitomer, Latham, & Ziomek, 1999, p. 5). It is purported:
Legislatures and state agencies have a conflict o f interest in enforcing rigorous
standards for entry to teaching, since they must ensure a warm body in every
classroom - and prefer to do so without boosting wages - even as they are charged
with defining the minimum preparation needed to teach (Darling-Hammond, Wise, &
Klein, 1995, p. 8).
Ironically, another recommendation in Nation At Risk was to increase "salaries for the
teaching profession ... [so that it is] ... professionally competitive, market-sensitive, and
performance-based" (p. 68).
Some states did attempt to raise required passing scores on basic skills tests, but with
dire consequences. A well-publicized example is the 41 percent passing rate on the
Massachusetts Teacher Tests (MTT) that resulted in public outrage and confusion: was
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Table 3
Required PPST Passing Scores by State
Reading

Writing

Mathematics

Alaska

175

174

173

Arkansas

172

173

171

Connecticut*

324

318

319

Delaware

175

173

174

Florida

172

171

175

Georgia**

172

172

173

Hawaii

175

171

176

Indiana

176

172

175

Kansas

173

172

174

Kentucky

173

172

173

Louisiana

172

171

170

Maine

173

168

172

Maryland

177

173

177

Minnesota

173

172

169

Mississippi

170

172

169

Montana

170

170

170

Nebraska

170

172

171

Nevada

174

172

172

New Hampshire

174

172

172

North Carolina

176

173

173

Oklahoma

173

172

171

Oregon

174

171

175

Pennsylvania

172

173

173

South Carolina

175

173

172

Tennessee

174

173

173

Virginia

178

176

178

West Virginia

174

172

172

Wisconsin

175

174

173

Source: Educational Testing Service (2000)
* Accepts computer-based PPST scores only
** Required scores will be raised as o f 2001 to 176, 174, and 176, respectively
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such a high percentage o f teachers in Massachusetts unqualified, or was the established
passing score on the MTT unreasonable (Haney, Fowler, Wheelock, Bebell, & Malec,
1999)? According to Jaeger (1990) (cited in Kane, 1994):
... in examining the reasonableness of a passing score used to screen applicants for
initial teacher certification, we might assume that all qualified practicing teachers
should pass. This certainly seems reasonable, b u t... the word qualified is not well
defined. If we try to define qualified in terms of some percentile in the distribution o f
teacher scores, we end up making a fairly arbitrary selection

If a high percentage

o f practicing teachers fail the examination using a particular passing score, the
passing score is probably set too high. (p. 453)
Jeager (1990) also notes, that "examinees just below the passing score do not differ
substantially from examinees just above the passing score" (cited in Kane, 1994, p. 434).
Sudweeks (1991) explains:
The standard error o f measurement [a statistic that provides an estimate o f how much
an examinee's score would likely differ from one form o f the test to another, or from
one testing occasion to another] ... for each PPST subtest is about three scaled score
points. This means the chances are approximately two out o f three that a score
earned by an examinee will be within three points above or below his true score, (p.
102)

Kane (1994) believes that "... the choice o f passing score is arbitrary in the sense that
there is no compelling reason v/hy it could not be set a little higher or a little lower" (p.
433). Nweke and Hall (1999) agree: "choosing a lower cut-score than was recommended,
together with allowing unlimited retake opportunities for examinees, virtually eliminates
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the chance o f misclassification for examinees" (p. 8). The resulting high passing rates on
the PPST and fear that "legislators have moved [too] quickly to mandate testing reforms
without a clear understanding o f testing" (Garcia, 1987, p. 83) prompted numerous
researchers to conduct studies challenging the validity o f these and other basic skills tests
(Aksamit, Mitchell, & Posebl, 1987; Cobb, Shaw, Millard, & Bomotti, 1999; Duke &
Duke, 1990; Dybdahl et al., 1997; Heard & Ayers, 1988; Hicken, 1992; Mitchell & Barth,
1999; Nance & Kinnison, 1988; Poggio et al., 1997; Salzman, 1991; Sentz, 1991;
Shepard, Kreitzer, & Graue, 1987; Sibert, 1989; Stoker & Tarrab, 1985; Soules et al.,
1993; Sudweeks, 1991; Tannenbaum, & Rosenfeld, 1994).
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CHAPTER 3

VALIDITY AND BASIC SKILLS TEACHER LICENSURE TESTS
According to the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, validity is the
"most important consideration in test evaluation" (cited in Gray, 1997, p. 4). Validity has
been defined in many different ways throughout the lO"** century. Cronbach (1949)
maintained that a test was "valid to the degree that we know what it measures or predicts"
(cited in Gray, 1997, p. 4). Cureton (1951) stated that validity is "defined in terms o f the
correlation between the actual test scores and the 'true' criterion scores" (cited in Gray,
1997, p. 4). In 1971, to emphasize test scores rather than the test itself, Cronbach
redefined validation to say "the process o f examining the accuracy o f a specific
prediction or inference made firom a test score" (cited in Gray, 1997, p. 5). Messick
agrees that validity is the "degree to which empirical evidence and theoretical rationales
support the adequacy and appropriateness of inferences and actions based on test scores"
(cited in Cobb et al., 1999, p. 161). More recently Messick (1995) affirmed:
Validity is not a property o f the test or assessment as such, but rather of the meaning
o f test scores. The scores are a function not only of the items or stimulus conditions
but also of the persons responding as well as the context o f the assessment. In
particular, what needs to be valid is the meaning or interpretations of the scores as
well as any implication for action that this meaning entails, (p. 5)

15
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As o f the 1950s, four types of validity were identified: content, predictive,
concurrent, and construct (Humphries-Wadsworth, 1998). Then, according to Gray
(1997), in 1966 the Standards combined the predictive and concurrent validity
components into one, namely criterion validity. This resulted in the so-called "trinitarian
doctrine" o f content, criterion, and construct validity. In the 1985 version of the
Standards, these three aspects o f validity were unified to represent construct validity, and
renamed to content-, criterion-, and construct-related evidence o f validity. In 1995
Messick redefined and outlined six aspects o f validity, i.e., content, substantive,
structural, generalizability, external, and consequential. While this evolution o f the
conceptualization of validity often confuses researchers and educators (Popham, 1997),
according to Messick (1995), "the intent o f these distinctions is to provide a means o f
addressing functional aspects o f validity that help disentangle some of the complexities
inherent in appraising the appropriateness, meaningfulness, and usefulness o f score
inferences" (p. 5). The following is a review o f research studies investigating the content,
concurrent, predictive, and consequential validity evidence o f basic skills teacher
licensure tests.
Content Validity
Content aspect o f validity "includes evidence o f content relevance,
representativeness, and technical quality" (Messick, 1995, p. 6). Evidence o f content
validity can be achieved through methods o f scientific identification of the construct
domain to be assessed by the test in question, and the objective selection of test items that
are relevant to and representative of the given domain (Messick, 1995). An example o f
such a method is job analysis, "a variety o f systematic procedures designed to obtain
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descriptive information about the task performed on the job and/or the knowledge, skills,
and abilities believed necessary to perform those tasks" (Tannenbaum & Rosenfeld,
1994, p. 200). Job analysis links the "content domain o f the [licensure] test directly to the
target job or occupation" (Tannenbaum & Rosenfeld, 1994, p. 200) after determining
"those tasks that job incumbents typically perform that are important to competent
performance" (The Council on Licensure, Enforcement and Regulation, 1993, p. 4).
Licensure tests are "by their nature 'high stakes,' meaning that the consequences o f a
mistake on the part o f the examiner or examinee are significant," namely the certification
o f undeserving candidates, or the unfair "delay or e lim in ation" o f candidates firom
practice (The Council on Licensure, Enforcement and Regulation, 1993, p. 1). According
to Pearlman (1999), when the validity of a high stakes licensure test is legally challenged
on behalf o f such candidates, "U.S. Courts typically consider, as adequate evidence,
information about the test content" (p. 4), However, "a licensing exam that is legally
defensible ... may not meet the standards of validity established by the testing
community" (Smith & Hambleton, 1990, p. 8). For example, Messick (1989) argues that
"... content validity does not qualify as validity at all, . . . " (cited in Gray, 1997, p. 8),
because content validity is "not evidence to support any sort o f inferences or conclusions
based on test scores" (Gray, 1997, p. 8). Sireci (1995) agrees:
The assertion that content validity is a necessary component o f construct validity
should not be misconstrued as implying that a test can be validated based on content
analyses alone. Evidence o f content validity does not provide sufficient evidence for
validating inferences derived form test scores, (p. 28)
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Newman, Slaughter, and Taranath (1999) add, that data on a test's content validity need
to be viewed "as only one piece o f evidence in the interpretive argument for the validity
o f the test scores" (p. 6).
Studies Investigating the Content Validity o f Basic Skills Teacher Licensure Tests
Although "... validation studies begin with a definite statement of the proposed use
o f the tests scores" (Hambleton & Rogers, 1990, p. 28), the intended purpose o f the PPST
is unclear. According to one ETS source, the PPST subtests "are designed to be taken
early in the student's college career to measure reading, writing, and mathematics skills
vital to all teacher candidates" (Educational Testing Service, 2000); while Ms. Mari
Pearlman, Vice President o f Division of Teaching & Learning at ETS testified to the U.S.
House of Representatives that PPST subtests are often used for licensure purposes, at the
end of the four-year teacher preparatory program. As o f 1987, according to ETS, "50
percent o f the tests are administered to students wishing to enter teacher training and the
other 50 percent are given after teacher training ..." (Bauemfeind, 1987, p. 404).
A panel of reviewers, who considered that the PPST subtests are taken by college o f
education graduates for licensure purposes, determined that the PPST's content is barely
at the high school level, rather than at the desired baccalaureate level, and therefore, it is
recommended that minimum passing scores be raised (Mitchell & Barth, 1999). In
Mitchell and Barth's words:
Clearly, states have an interest in preventing lengthy lawsuits. Schools o f education
have an interest in showing high success rates among their graduates. School
administrators, too, have an interest in filling vacancies. But all o f these factors
conspire to keep licensing criteria minimal. Lost in the process is the students' interest
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in having teachers who have the content knowledge needed to help them reach new
and higher academic standards

Unless a state suddenly experiences a glut of

prospective teachers (hardly likely when most are claiming shortages) this process
cannot accommodate raising the bar on licensing exams, (p. 15)
.... the short-term risks o f shortages and ill-prepared candidates are inconveniences
compared to the long-term devastation of placing barely qualified teachers in charge
o f our students' intellectual development, (p. 16)
In contrast, researchers who examined the PPST’s content under the assumption that
the tests are taken for admission into teacher preparatory programs, found good evidence
o f content validity. As Poggio et al. (1997) reported, "at least 75 percent o f the items on
the PPST were endorsed" by content reviewers (p. 8). Tannenbaum and Rosenfeld (1994)
concluded that the 2,269 practicing teachers they surveyed supported the importance o f
basic skills of reading and writing on the job. Sudweeks (1991) also stated:
... skills and knowledge measured in the PPST subtests were judged as being relevant
to successful completion o f the teacher education program ... and to successful
performance on the job as a teacher by the three different panels o f experienced
educators who participated in the validation study (p. 102).
Although such authoritative reports can be admissible in a court of law as evidence of
the PPST’s content validity, Sireci and Green (1998) expect that the "courts more
carefully consider evidence directly related to the appropriateness of the pass/fail
decision" (p. 28), such as evidence of criterion-related and consequential validity.
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Criterion-related Concurrent Validity
Concurrent validity, a type of criterion-related validity, refers to "the meaning o f the
scores ... substantiated externally by appraising the degree to which empirical
relationships with other measures, or lack thereof, is consistent with that meaning"
(Messick, 1995, p. 7). In other words, it is the relationship between test scores and other
criterion measures o f the same domain concurrently assessed. One example would be to
evaluate the correlation between students’ ACT scores and their SAT scores. These tests
both measure similar constructs (for example, reading and mathematics); and both are
taken toward the end o f one’s high school education, therefore, the scores on the subtests
should have a moderate to high positive correlation. According to Gitomer et al. (1999),
"in most cases, the SAT and ACT data are consistent with one another" (p. 14).
Studies Investigating the Concurrent Validity o f Basic Skills Teacher Licensure Tests
Although content validity, as discussed earlier, may be accepted as sufficient validity
evidence in court cases (Sireci & Green, 1998), studies investigating teacher basic skills
tests’ concurrent validity are prevalent. Gitomer et al. (1999), for example, reported that
there is a "consistent relationship" between PPST passing rate and SAT/ACT scores,
which are established predictors of college GPA (p. 18). Consequently, Gitomer et al.
(1999) believe that "raising admission ... standards will significantly increase the
academic caliber o f the pool of teacher candidates" (p. 36). Several other researchers
have found statistically significant moderately high, to high positive correlations (ranging
from .30 to .86) between PPST scores and ACT scores (Aksamit, Mitchell, & Posebl,
1987; Duke & Duke, 1990; Heard & Ayers, 1988; Nance & Kinnison, 1988; Poggio et
al., 1997; Salzman, 1991; Sibert, 1989; Stoker & Tarrab, 1985; Soules etal., 1993). Most
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o f these researchers suggest that the ACT and the PPST measure similar constructs,
therefore evidence for the PPST's level of concurrent validity with the ACT is
satisfactory. Given this evidence, they advise that the PPST may be an unnecessary
duplication o f less expensive college entrance exams, and therefore, students who receive
acceptable ACT scores should be exempt from taking the PPST. This would protect
students who pay $165 or more for exams, which, with their high passing rate, do not
seem to make a substantial difference in screening teacher preparation program
applicants.
Cobb et al. (1999) concur that colleges o f education should "explore the use o f
waivers for those [basic skills] tests ... if the institution can show strong correlations with
extant data on ... scores on any test" (p. 173). In their study evaluating the Program for
Licensing Assessments for Colorado Educators (PLACE) licensure tests developed by
NES, that include a basic skills battery similar to the PPST, they concluded that the
"relevance-utility o f the PLACE tests has less to do with the rational screening-out
function it purports to have and much more to do with the love affair and comfort the
public seems to have with licensing tests, no matter how functional they are" (p. 172).
They add:
The Basic Skills tests seemed overwhelmingly burdensome and lacked relevance and
utility.... An extremely small proportion o f students fail those tests, meaning that an
enormously large proportion o f students must take the tests with little discriminatory
power associated with time and effort. The content o f the tests is purported to be
largely equivalent to the test that the students have already taken to get into higher
education, (p. 173)
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Findings o f studies investigating the concurrent validity of basic skills tests'
occasionally bring about some modification to teacher licensure programs. Soules's
(1993) recommendation, for example, resulted in the approval of the New Mexico State
Department o f Education to exempt students with ACT scores of 21 or higher,
approximately 45 percent of all applicants, fi-om taking the PPST.
Criterion-related Predictive Validity
Predictive validity, a type of criterion-related validity, refers to the degree to which
test scores (such as ACT or SAT scores) predict future performance on related tasks
(such as fireshman GPA in college). According to a report prepared by Gitomer et al.
(1999), tests, such as PPST, are not designed to predict success in teacher education
programs. Gitomer et al. (1999) assert, "as program entrance and licensure tests, they
measure knowledge considered essential to effective pedagogy;".... "passing a Praxis test
does not guarantee that an individual will become a satisfactory teacher" (p. 13).
Taimenbaum and Rosenfeld (1994) maintain that "competence ... [as determined by test
scores] does not necessarily imply that the candidate will perform successfully on the job.
Although teachers may possess the knowledge and skills associated with competence,
they may or may not be successfiil teachers" (p. 200).
This is arguable, because the PPST subtests are used to distinguish two types o f
teacher candidates: those, who would hinder and those, who would facilitate students'
academic development if permitted to teach. These exams should, then, predict to some
extent performance as a teacher or as a student in a teacher education program. Or as
Hambleton and Rogers put it:
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many criterion-referenced test developers have argued that, in order to "validate" their
tests and test scores, it is sufficient to assess "content validity." .... However, any use
of a te s t... is ultimately dependent on the scores obtained from a test administration,
and the validity o f the scores depends upon many factors (most especially, the
intended use o f the scores) in addition to test content. It is possible, that examinee
item responses and resulting tests scores do not adequately reflect or address the skills
o f interest even though the test itself was judged to be content valid, (p. 27)
Shepard (1997) agrees that "there is a theory underlying ... test uses [such as placement
or minimum competency], which connects test scores and outcomes, that must be
investigated" (p. 7). She further explains, that if a test is used for placement decisions,
"more evidence is needed to establish the appropriateness o f cut scores, predictive
validity for subsequent performance, and verification o f the assumed skill hierarchy" (p.
7). Smith and Hambleton (1990) also assert that "at least moderate relationships between
licensure examination scores and relevant criterion measures can sensibly be
hypothesized" (p. 7).
Studies Investigating the Predictive Validity o f Basic Skills Teacher Licensure Tests
Although teacher testing has been implemented since the mid 1980s in many states,
very "few studies o f the predictive validity of state-developed tests have been conducted"
(Darling-Hammond et al., 1995, p. 58). This might be attributed to the fact that "from the
legal perspective, all information is potentially dangerous, and therefore should not be
collected ...; [even though] ... from a validity point o f view, all information is potentially
useful, and ... should be collected ..." (Smith & Hambleton, 1990, p. 8). It is also true
that predictive validity studies are difficult to conduct because "failing candidates are
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generally not available for inclusion in criterion-oriented validity investigations" (Smith
& Hambleton, 1990, p. 7). The majority o f the few predictive validity studies that have
been conducted were impeded by this limitation, resulting in lower correlations between
test scores and all other measures. In addition, some studies utilized student teaching
performance ratings by supervisors as criterion variable, a measure whose reliability and
validity may not be adequate.
Sentz (1991) conducted a chi-square and stepwise multiple regression analysis on
data on St. Cloud State University, Minnesota education students who student taught in
1989-90, but data was only available for volimteers who received passing scores on the
PPST. She found that PPST Writing scores and supervisors' ratings o f students' teaching
performance showed a significant relationship; combined PPST sub-scores, however, did
not significantly predict student teaching success. In a more recent study o f PPST data o f
100 randomly chosen students in Arizona, Hicken (1992) found no statistically
significant relationship between PPST scores and overall GPAs or student teacher ratings.
In a similar analysis o f 375 baccalaureate graduates in teacher education programs at
a medium sized urban university, Dybdahl et al. (1997) observed weak correlations
between PPST subtest scores and general education course grades, ranging from a
statistically not significant .06 between PPST Reading scores and freshman English
grades, to a statistically significant correlation o f .38 between PPST Mathematics scores
and mathematics grades. They found no practically significant correlation between PPST
subtest scores and student teaching ratings (correlations were statistically not significant,
and negative). Dybdahl et al. (1997) believe that "after more than a decade of teacher
testing, research has failed to demonstrate any significant relationship between basic
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competency tests and ... measures of program success, including success in teaching" (p.
252). They conclude, "the arguments for testing, that assumed increased teacher quality
need to be revisited" (p. 252).
Consequential Validity
Messick (1995) and Shepard (1997) assert that, because high-stakes decisions are
made based on licensure test results, evidence o f social consequences o f test use, such as
bias and fairness, should become a facet of validity. Others, who believe that validity
should remain a parsimonious unitary concept, maintain that while social consequences
are important factors, the consequence o f a test use should not be part o f the concept o f
validity (Popham, 1997). It is unclear whether M essick wanted to create a new facet
called 'consequential validity', or simply wanted to stress the importance o f intended and
unintended consequences o f score interpretation (Gray, 1997). He did state: "this form o f
evidence should not be viewed in isolation as a separate type o f validity, say, o f
consequential validity;" instead it should be seen to be "subsumed as an aspect o f
construct validity" (Messick, 1995, p. 7). Still, the label 'consequential validity' is widely
used by researchers (Humphries-Wadworth, 1998; Popham, 1997; Shepard, 1997).
Studies of licensure tests' consequential validity often lack the empirical data and
evidence that criterion-related validity studies possess; this aspect of validity remains a
controversial topic.
Studies Investigating the Consequential Validity o f Basic Skills Teacher Licensure Tests
Teachers’ levels o f success on competency tests may often be an indirect consequence
o f unresolved validity problems in test design and development. Yet publicized
theoretical reports, satire, as well as misleading remarks by misinformed politicians
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mocking teacher test results and attacking the quality o f American teachers, often result
in the public ridicule of the teaching profession and in disillusionment on the parts o f the
teachers (Haney et al., 1999; Shepard et al., 1987).
One example o f teacher competency testing programs whose processes and
consequences had negative effects on public opinion and teacher morale is the Texas
Examination o f Current Administrators and Teachers (TECAT), another test o f basic
skills in reading and writing. According to an evaluation research study conducted by
Shepard et al. (1987), TECAT had a passing rate o f 99 percent, resulting in 50 percent o f
test taker teachers' and the public's belief that the test was a "joke". The researchers
further state that although 70 percent of test takers said that the knowledge of material
tested by TECAT was "prerequisite to being a good teacher" (p. 86), "90 percent o f
teachers reported that the test had a demoralizing effect on them or their colleagues" (p.
7), and 50 percent o f teachers felt that the attached publicity "worsened public
confidence in education" (p. 86). Shepard et al. concluded that many teachers who were
terminated because o f their failing scores on the TECAT were a loss to students, and
many who were not "screened out" by the test continued to exhibit the behaviors o f
inadequate teachers (for example, usage of incorrect syntax).
In a study o f teacher reactions to the TECAT one interviewee was quoted to have
said, "Obnoxious kids would say, 'You have to take a test because you are stupid. You
don't know anything, you really shouldn't be teaching.'" (Smith, 1991, p. 24). These
comments by children may have been modeled after statements made by public figures,
such as H. Ross Perot, who was cited to have said, "the dumbest people in college today
are studying to be teachers" (Shepard et al., 1987, p. 37). According to Smith (1991),
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another interviewee stated that many teachers felt insulted by having to take the TECAT,
and that the community did not respect the teaching profession. Many believed that the
test was too easy to accomplish its purpose o f "weeding out" incompetent teachers,
especially because it did not test the ability to teach.
Another basic skills teacher competency test that unnecessarily instigated negative
public opinion and poor teacher morale is the previously mentioned Massachusetts
Teacher Tests (MTT), a test of basic literacy skills that had an overall passing rate of 41
percent at its first administration. Massachusetts Speaker o f the House, Tom Finneran
was quoted to have declared in a speech to the Greater Boston Chamber o f Commerce,
"I'll tell you who won't be a teacher. The idiots who flunked that test tmd flunked so
miserably —and o f course the idiots who passed them" (cited in Haney et al., p. 7).
Ironically, based on the outcomes of their independent study of the MTT, an ad hoc
committee of researchers concluded that the MTT had both a high false-pass rate and a
high false-failure rate and, therefore, deemed the MTT unreliable (Haney et al., 1999).
They have also uncovered that the company responsible for the M TTs development,
NES, "had been found [in a court of law] to have violated the minimum requirements for
professional test development when it created teacher certification tests for the state of
Alabama" (cited in Haney, et al., 1999, p. 7).
Diminishing teacher morale and public faith in the teaching profession, and the
potential for consequential decrease in the number o f college students pursuing a career
in teaching alone do not provide adequate grounds for the pursuit o f legal action. Most
teacher competency testing related lawsuits are filed under Title VII (Kuehn, Stallings, &
Holland, 1990) and the Equal Protection Clause (Sireci & Green, 1998). These cases are
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based on evidence that certain segments o f the examinee population are likely to score
disproportionately lower than others, and therefore, are unjustly prevented from entering
the field o f education (Kuehn et al., 1990; Sireci & Green, 1998). Indeed, studies have
been documenting a decline in the supply o f minority teacher candidates as a result of
teacher competency tests that apparently favor white candidates (Cobb et al., 1999;
Garcia, 1985; Gitomer et al., 1999; Hicken, 1992). According to Gitomer et al. (1999),
"the effect o f testing on the diversity of the teaching force is not promising

Licensure

testing takes a predominantly white population o f potential teachers and creates an even
more homogenous group" (p. 38).
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CHAPTER 4

NEVADA TEACHER TESTING PROGRAM
The Nevada Teacher Competency Testing Program for Educational Personnel went
into effect in 1989 in an attempt to reform public education in Nevada. Nevada
contracted with ETS and began to administer the Praxis Series (PPST and Praxis II) tests.
Passing status on the PPST became a requirement for admission into the Nevada colleges
of education beginning in the fall o f 1986 (Snow, 1995).
Required Tests
As reported by Snow (1995), teachers in Nevada are required by the Department of
Education to pass the following tests within the first three years o f employment
(minimum passing scores in parentheses):
1.

PPST Reading (174), Writing (172), and Mathematics (172) subtests, or

their computer-based version (CBT) in Reading (321), Writing (318), and
Mathematics (317) (passing scores were raised in July 2000 from 172, 172, 170,
319, 318, and 315, respectively)
2.

Praxis II - Principles o f Learning and Teaching K-6 (169) or 7-12 (161)

3.

Praxis II - Appropriate subject assessment

4.

Nevada School Law test (state developed)

5.

Nevada Constitution test (state developed)

6.

U.S. Constitution test (state developed)
29
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Program Development
According to Snow (1995), first passing scores on the Praxis Series tests were
determined by "hundreds of Nevada educators who reviewed the proposed tests. From
their judgments, recommendations were developed and submitted to the Commission on
Professional Standards for final action" (p.6). In 1989, eight content validation studies
were conducted by 94 educators. Based on the results o f these studies, the Competency
Testing Review Committee, after considering Nevada's supply and demand o f teachers
and the passing rate o f teachers during the no-fault period, made its recommendation.
After January 1991 passing status was required on the PPST, professional knowledge and
some subject tests for licensure. Six subject tests, however, including Elementary
Education, were still being administered on a no-fault basis until fall, 1994. Snow's
conclusion about the program in 1995 was that it "is not possible to claim that the
Nevada Teacher Competency Testing Program has accomplished its purpose o f
protecting children and parents" (p. 28).
Lawsuit
In 1994 a lawsuit was filed in Nevada under the Equal Protection Clause and the Due
Process Clause on behalf of 27 Clark County School District personnel who did not meet
the September 11, 1994 deadline to remove provisions on their licenses. A restraining
order was sought to prevent the termination o f these employees, who did not pass the
PPST. The judge's decision was that tests developed by ETS were a valid assessment of
teachers' knowledge o f the areas tested, and that the teachers that did pass the tests are
"doing an outstanding job ... in Clark County, and are competent educators" (Snow,
1995, p. 13). The terms of the consequent appeal settlement allowed the teachers who
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could not pass the PPST to take comparable courses at the University o f Nevada, Las
Vegas (UNLV) in place o f the standardized tests. In the mean time, the Nevada Teacher
Competency Testing Program was suspended until January 1995.
Media Reaction
According to Keith Rheault, Deputy Superintendent for Instructional Research and
Evaluative Services at the State Department of Education in Carson City, currently over
99 percent o f test takers ultimately attain passing scores and fill the available teaching
positions (Suprynowicz, 1998). In his article. Las Vegas Review Journal assistant
editorial page editor, Vin Suprynowicz opines, "This 'Everyone Passes Go, Everyone
Collects $200' testing system smells like something the teachers unions themselves might
have dreamed up, if given the chance to impose their own interpretation on competency
testing" (1998). Suprynowicz concludes his article with a discussion with Ms. Jeanne
Allen, President o f the non-profit research and advocacy group. Center for Education,
who believes that it would be worthwhile for Nevada to follow in Massachusetts'
footsteps and raise the teacher competency testing standards where incompetent teachers
would be screened, and the consequent teacher shortage induced demand would be
satisfied by qualified alternately licensed professionals. Suprynowicz's article prompted
numerous Nevada teachers to respond in letters to the editor o f the Las Vegas Review
Journal, expressing their exceptions to Suprynowicz's attack.
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CHAPTER 5

PPST CUT-SCORES AS UNLV COE ADMISSION CRITERIA
In an attempt to resolve the problem of teacher shortage in Nevada, the state
requested the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) to significantly increase the
number o f its College o f Education (COE) graduates (Walker & Ennist, 1998). Currently,
each year UNLV produces approximately 600 elementary, secondary and special
education teachers, who m ust first pass the PPST, as mandated by the state, for admission
into Nevada teacher education programs. Researchers have shown that PPST scores are
weak predictors of success in such programs (Dybdahl et al., 1997; Hicken, 1992; Sentz,
1991), and that the PPST may be an unnecessary duplication o f less expensive college
entrance exams (Duke & Duke, 1990; Poggio et a i, 1997; Salzman, 1991; Soules et a i,
1993). Nevertheless, Nevada state policy decisions regarding the use o f PPST cut-scores
as college of education admission criteria, which impact hundreds o f examinees, are
continually made with the absence o f evidence supporting the appropriateness o f the
PPST for such use. In these controversial times of educational reform, scrutiny, criticism,
and finger-pointing, which test the perseverance o f those entering the teaching
profession, there is immense need for studies investigating the validity o f PPST scores as
college o f education admission criteria in Nevada, where the demand for teachers is everincreasing.

32
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Research Questions
This study investigates the following questions in an attempt to raise the level of
objectivity o f .the discussion o f PPST scores as admission criteria currently used at the
College o f Education (COE) at UNLV:
1. What are the relationships between PPST scores and ACT scores reported to
UNLV?
2. Are there differences in academic performance between those UNLV students
above and below PPST cut-scores?
3- What impact does the newly raised (July 2000) passing scores have on the
academic quality of education graduates?
4. What are the relationships between PPST scores and COE graduates' Student
Teaching course grades and overall UNLV undergraduate GPAs?
5. Which variables best predict success in the teacher preparation program at
UNLV?
Method o f Analysis
A request for academic data on UNLV students who graduated between 1990 and
1999 was submitted to the UNLV Registrar's Office in the fall of 1999. A confidentiality
agreement was signed by the key investigator to maintain individual student anonymity.
Another request for PPST data was submitted to the UNLV COE in the fall o f 1999.
Approval from the Office o f Sponsored Programs at UNLV for research involving human
subjects was granted on February 9, 2000. Partial data was provided by the Registrar's
Office, and PPST data was made available by the COE in February 2000; remaining data
was supplied by the Registrar's Office in July 2000.
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Subjects
After duplicate records were removed, the following data were available for analysis:
3,200 records with PPST scores; 2,100 records with ACT scores; 22,776 records with
information such as UNLV GPAs and grades, most o f which contained race, gender, age,
and high school GPA data. When data files were merged, the resulting file contained
4,220 education majors; o f which ACT scores were available for 852 students, PPST
scores for 1,326 students. Student Teaching grades for 1,062 students, and both PPST and
ACT scores for 372 students. Analyses were based on unduplicated, first-time test results
for either the 372 students for whom both ACT and PPST scores were available (ACT
sample), or the 1,062 pre-service teachers for whom Student Teaching grades and PPST
scores were available (PPST sample). The PPST sample consists o f 563 elementary
education-, 213 secondary education-, 151 special education-, 91 physical education-, and
44 other education-majors. O f the 1,062 subjects, 21.1 percent were coded male and 22.6
percent were coded minority.
Statistical Methods
To answer question one, Pearson product moment correlations were obtained
between available PPST and ACT scores o f teacher preparation students graduating
between 1990 and 1999 (n = 372). These correlations can be interpreted as indicators of
the PPST’s concurrent validity with the ACT. Kane (1994) recommends the analysis o f
the "differences between passing and failing scores," rather than of score differences on a
continuum (p. 433). Accordingly, mean academic characteristics, such as grades in
selected college courses, overall UNLV undergraduate GPAs, high school GPAs, and
ACT scores were individually contrasted using independent t-tests for those below and
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those above PPST cut-scores used after July 2000, to answer question two. In answer to
question three, these mean academic characteristics were also analyzed based on PPST
cut-scores used before July 2000. Comparisons were performed for both the ACT sample
(n = 372) and the PPST sample (n = 1,062). Multivariate analysis o f variance
(MANOVA) was not appropriate for this study, as only 45 student records contained all
variables to be compared.
Another set o f Pearson product moment correlations was calculated between 1,062
PPST scores. Student Teaching course grades, and overall GPAs o f teacher preparation
students graduating between 1990 and 1999 to answer question four regarding the PPST's
predictive validity. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis was also performed on the
372 records containing ACT scores, PPST scores, and student teaching grades to evaluate
the predictive validity o f the PPST scores over and above ACT scores. In response to
question five, a stepwise multiple regression analysis was performed using the PPST
sample (n = 1,062) to investigate the usefulness o f predictor variables o f student high
school GPA, proportion o f college transfer credits, grades in selected college courses, and
PPST scores, against criterion variables o f grades in Student Teaching class and overall
UNLV undergraduate GPA.
Assumptions
Linearity assumptions were met for data in all correlations; multicollinearity and
singularity were not apparent in the regression analyses. Homogeneity o f variance was
observed for m ost variables compared in the t-test analyses; when homogeneity was not
observed, a more conservative test was used.
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Results
Concurrent Validity Evidence
Table 4 contains means and standard deviations of ACT Reading, ACT Mathematics,
PPST Reading, PPST Writing and PPST Mathematics scores for the 372 subjects. Table
5 represents the correlations among these scores. All correlations are statistically
significant at the .0001 level and are moderately strong, despite attenuation due to
substantial loss o f subjects with PPST scores below the cutoff point; they are also within
the range o f correlations obtained by other researchers in similar studies. The correlation
between PPST and ACT composite scores (the average o f the subscores) is the strongest
at .637; followed by .543 between PPST Reading and ACT English scores and .511
between PPST Writing and ACT English scores. The weakest correlation is .368 between
PPST Mathematics and ACT Mathematics scores. Although solid concurrent validity
evidence is supported by correlations in the .75-.80 range (Cobb et al., 1999), there is
some expected "measurement overlap" between corresponding PPST and ACT subtests.
At least 40.6 percent o f the variance in PPST composite scores is explained by ACT
composite scores.

Table 4
Descriptive Statistics o f Student Teachers' PPST and ACT Scores

(n = 372)
PPST Reading
PPST Writing
PPST Mathematics
ACT English
ACT Mathematics

Mean

Std.
Deviation

327.99
325.11
324.30

4.01
4.85
5.39

21.56
20.22

4.38
4.33
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Table 5
Correlations Among PPST and ACT Scores o f Student Teachers (n = 372)
ACT Composite ACT English
PPST Composite
PPST Reading
PPST Writing
PPST Mathematics

0.645
-

-

0.543
0.511
0.371

ACT Mathematics
-

0.398
0.447
0.368

Note: All correlations are significant at the 0.0001 level (2-tailed).

Comparison o f Students Above and Below the PPST Cut-scores
Table 6 contains information on the frequencies of PPST and ACT student passing
and failing. This table reveals that the passing rates on the PPST subtests range firom 93.8
to 99.2 percent, and over 98 percent o f students with ACT scores o f 22 or higher had
passing scores on the PPST. Furthermore, 87 to 100 percent o f students who failed the
PPST had ACT scores o f 21 or lower, but 50 to 64 percent o f students who passed the
PPST subtests scored 21 or less on the corresponding ACT tests. These findings are
similar to those o f Soules et al. (1993) and Duke and Duke (1990), confirming that the
PPST does not make a substantial difference in screening teacher preparation program
applicants, thus students who achieve 22 or higher on ACT tests (approximately fifty
percent of PPST Reading and Writing, and thirty-six percent o f PPST Mathematics test
takers) should be waived from taking the PPST.
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Table 6
Frequencies o f PPST Passing and Failing by ACT Scores Below 22 and Above 21
(n = 372)
PPST Passing Status

PPST Reading
PPST Writing
PPST Mathematics

ACT' <

22

ACT

> 22

# Subjects

% of n

#

% o f Pass

#

% of Pass

354
369
349

95.2
99.2
93.8

178*
191*
223*

50
52
64

176*
178*
126*

50
48
36

# Subjects
18
3
23

% of n
4.8
0.8
6.2

#
16*
3*
20*

% o f Fail
89
100
87

#
2*
0*
3*

% of Fail
11
0
13

PPST Failing Status
PPST Reading
PPST Writing
PPST Mathematics

* Over 98 percent o f those with ACT scores of 22 or higher achieved passing status
on corresponding PPST subtests.
Note: PPST cut-scores - Reading 321, Writing 318, and Mathematics 317

Results, shown in Table 8, o f the independent samples t-tests evaluating available
academic differences between students below and above PPST cut-scores in part support
this observation. Table 7 contains descriptive statistics for these students. Sample sizes
vary, depending on data availability, from 492 to 1,290. There is no statistically
significant difference between Student Teaching grades of students below and students
above the PPST cut-scores. There are some statistically significant academic differences
between students below and above the PPST cut-scores, for example, in overall UNLV
undergraduate GPA (ES = 0.389), ACT English scores (ES = 1.12), high school GPA (ES
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= 0.483), and certain education course grades (ES between .245 and .433). The slight
increase in the required cut-scores implemented in July 2000 did result in two additional
statistically significant differences, namely in ACT Mathematics scores (ES = .986) and
grades in a required special education course (ES = .245).

Table 8
Independent t-tests Comparing Students Above and Below PPST Cut-scores

Student Teaching Grade
Overall UNLV
Undergraduate GPA
Proportion o f Transfer Credits
ACT English Score
High school GPA
Counseling Course Grade
Intro, to Education Psychology Course Grade
Intro, to Education Course Grade
Freshman Mathematics Grade
Tests and Measurements Course Grade

t
-0.605

df
1060

P
0.545

ES
0.054

-5.490
3.343
-5.300
-5.991
-4.550
-5.238
-2.431
-3.857
-3.545

271
305
370
1155
216
217
152
965
207

0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.016
0.000
0.000

0.389
-0.278
1.120
0.483
0.375
0.433
0.245
0.339
0.299

ACT Mathematics Score *
Intro, to Special Education Course Grade *

-5.961
-2.471

370
674

0.000
0.014

0.986
0.245

* There was no statistically significant difference on these two variables using
cut-scores before July 2000.
Note: Students who failed any o f the PPST subtests were included in the "below" group.

The lack o f distinction on Student Teaching course grades for students below and
above the PPST cut-scores prompted an investigation o f the academic differences o f
students with various grades in that course. Table 9 contains the means and standard
deviations o f selected course grades and test scores o f students who received grades o f B
or above, and those who received grades below B in Student Teaching. The only
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Table 7
Descriptive Statistics for Students B elow and A bove PPST Cut-scores

CD

■8D

A bove PPST Cut-scores

B elow PPST Cut-scores

(O '

n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

904

3.89

0.35

158

3.87

0.37

Overall U N L V Undergraduate GPA

1081

3.46

0.31

209

3.32

0.36

Proportion o f Transfer Credits

1081

0.24

0.19

209

0.29

0.18

ACT English Score

334

21.94

4.30

38

18.10

3.43

High school GPA

968

3.15

0.58

189

2.87

0.58

C ounseling Course Grade

935

3.21

0.70

168

2.91

0.80

Intro, to Education Psychology Course Grade

901

2.97

0.81

167

2.58

0.90

Intro. To Education Course Grade

538

3.73

0.50

110

3.60

0.53

Student Teaching Grade

3.
3"
CD
CD

■o
O
Q.
C

aO
3
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O

CD
Q.

Freshman M athem atics Grade

829

2.81

1.11

138

2.41

1.18

■CD
D

Tests and M easurements Course Grade

924

3.14

0.78

167

2.85

0.97

(/)
(/)

ACT M athematics Score

334

20.64

4.12

38

16.42

4.28

Intro, to Special Education Course Grade

579

3.53

0.61

97

3.36

0.67

Note: Students w ho failed any o f the PPST subtests were included in the "below" group.
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difference that is statistically significant for these two groups is in their UNLV
undergraduate GPA (p < .05), one o f the few variables where the difference is in the
expected direction. It is alarming, however, that the average student ia the lower Student
Teaching grade group performs slightly (although not statistically significantly) better
academically, as represented by high school GPA, ACT scores, certain education course
grades, and PPST Writing scores, than the average student in the upper grade group. One
must note, however, that the small sample size o f the students with grades below B is a
limitation to this analysis.
Predictive Validity Evidence
Table 10 shows means and standard deviations o f PPST Reading, Writing and
Mathematics scores. Student Teaching grades, and UNLV undergraduate GPAs for the
PPST sample (n = 1,062).

Table 10
Descriptive Statistics of PPST Scores, Student Teaching Grades, and GPAs (ti = 1,062)

PPST Reading
PPST Writing
PPST Mathematics
Student Teaching Course Grade
Overall UNLV undergraduate GPA

Mean

Std. Deviation

327.82
323.97
323.63
3.88
3.43

4.37
4.82
5.53
0.35
0.32
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Descriptive Statistics for Students by Student Teaching Grade
B and Above

B elow B
n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

Student Teaching Course Grade

20

1.99

0.73

1042

3.92

0.22

PPST Reading

20

327.05

4.75

1042

327.83

4J6

PPST Writing

20

5.16

1042

32195

4.81

PPST M athematics

20

5.15

AC T English Score

32163
214/

153
4.43

ACT M athematics Score

■8D

CD
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32155
2Z 20

4.21

1042
301

5

2 /.4 0

5.55

301

20.13

4.23

High school GPA

16

3.20

0.52

936

109

0.59

Overall C ollege GPA * (ES =,57)

20

3.27

0.30

1042

3.44

0.32

Proportion o f Transfer Credits

20

0.21

0.21

1042

0.25

0.19

C ounseling Course Grade

20

12/

0.69

1008

1 /6

0.73

Intro, to Education P sychology Course Grade

17

1 /6

0J3

981

19/

0.83

Intro, to Education Course Grade

14

179

0.44

615

3.71

0.51

Freshman M athem atics Course Grade

19

2.<9<9

0.86

879

176

1.12

Tests and M easurem ents Course Grade

20

3.18

0.74

992

3.11

0.81

* D ifferences statistically significant at .05

l-o
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Table 11 indicates the correlations among PPST Reading, Writing and Mathematics
scores. Student Teaching grades, and UNLV undergraduate GPAs. In accord with the
outcome o f the study conducted by Dybdahl et al. (1997), none o f the correlations
between PPST scores and Student Teaching grades was statistically or practically
significant; two o f the correlations, although not statistically significantly so, were
negative. Clearly, PPST scores do not predict performance in student teaching. Data in
Table 11 also confirm the findings o f Riggs and Riggs (1990) that no academic variable
predicts performance in Student Teaching, other than overall UNLV under^aduate GPA,
which explains one percent o f the variance in Student Teaching grades (p < .005). While
this in part supports the nationwide use o f undergraduate Sophomore GPA as teacher
education program admission criterion, according to Marso and Pigge (1991), in addition
to imdergraduate GPAs, it is self-ratings o f future success, and personality characteristics
that are the most significant predictors o f Student Teaching ratings, not academic
characteristics or achievement on standardized tests.

Table 11
Correlations Among PPST Scores, ACT Scores, Student Teaching Grades, and GPAs
Overall UNLV GPA
PPST Reading (n = 1,062)
PPST Writing (n = 1,062)
PPST Mathematics (n = 1,062)
ACT English (n = 372)
ACT Mathematics (n = 372)
Overall UNLV GPA

Student Teaching Course
Grade

0.296**
0.280**
0.194**
0.399**
0.357**

Statistically significant at the .001 level
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0.012
-0.023
-0.014
-0.001
-0.026
0.101**
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Tables 11 and 12 depict that PPST scores do predict, to some extent, UNLV
undergraduate GPAs and grades in some college classes: statistically significant
correlations range from .194 to .296 (p < .0001) for GPA and from .086 to .306 (p < .01)
for individual course grades. However, regression coefficients produced by a hierarchical
regression analysis of predictor variables PPST and ACT scores, and criterion variable
undergraduate GPA, as illustrated in Table 13, reveal that PPST scores do not statistically
significantly predict student GPAs over and above ACT scores. ACT English scores do
explain 15.5 percent, and ACT Mathematics scores an additional 2.8 percent o f the
variance in GPAs. When hierarchical regression analysis is performed entering ACT
English or both ACT English and Mathematics scores before entering PPST scores, none
o f the PPST subtest scores accounts for additional variance in GPA over and above the
ACT scores. Such weak predictive power reconfirms previous findings that the PPST
subtests might be an unnecessary duplication o f widely used, less expensive college
entrance exams. It is interesting to note in Regression 3 in Table 13, that ACT scores do
predict undergraduate GPAs over and above PPST scores.
Predictors o f Academic Success
Table 14 contains the regression coefficients for the eight statistically significant
predictor variables that a stepwise regression analysis revealed for the criterion variable
o f overall UNLV undergraduate GPA. This analysis was not performed to predict grades
in Student Teaching due to statistically insignificant correlations between each possible
predictor variable and Student Teaching grades. ACT English scores are identified as the
number one predictor of UNLV undergraduate GPAs (beta = .185, p < .0001), followed
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Table 12
Correlations A m ong PPST Subtesl Scores and C ollege Course Grades

CD

PPST Reading PPST Writing PPST Mathematics

8
CQ

i3
CD
"n

c

3.
3"
CD
CD
"O
C
1
3
■o
o
3*
CT

Intro, to Education Psychology Course Grade (n = 998)

.254+*

.306++ ,

.287++

C ounseling Course Grade (n = 1028)

.198+*

.265**

.172++

Tests and M easurements Course Grade (n = 1012)

.187++

.267++

.215++

Freshman History Course Grade (n = 764)

.107++

.208++

.134++

Intro. To Education Course Grade (n = 629)

.099++

.118++

.046 (p=.248)

Intro. To Special Education Course Grade (n = 648)

.098+ (p = .013) .178++

.147++

Freshman M athematics Course Grade (n = 898)

.095++

.140++

.239++

Freshman English Course Grade (n = 666)

.093+ (p=.016) .163+*

.122++

Freshman Sociology/A nthropology Course Grade (707)

.086+ (p=.023) .110++

.133++

1—K

CD
Q.

§

1—H

3"
O
c

* Statistically significant at .05 level
** Statistically significant at .005 level
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Table 13
Hierarchical Regression A nalysis - Predictor Variables: AC T and PPST Scores; Criterion Variable: Undergraduate GPA
n = 372

■8D
(O '

3.
3"
CD
D
■CD

R Square Change

F Change

Beta

Significance

Regression 1
Step 1

ACT English

0.155

55.66

0.393

0.000

Step 2

PPST Reading

0.010

3.49

0.117

0.063

Step 3

PPST Writing

0.002

1.15

0.070

0.284

Step 4

PPST Mathematics

0.000

0.01

0.006

0.919

R egression 2

O

Step 1

ACT English

0.155

55.66

0.393

0.000

aO
3
■D
O

Step 2

ACT M athematics

0.028

10.24

0.194

0.002

Step 3

PPST Reading

0.005

1.77

0.084

0.184

Step 4

PPST Writing

0.001

0.28

0.035

0.600

CD

Step 5

PPST M athematics

0.000

0.12

-0.021

0.735

Step 1

PPST Reading

0.084

33.77

0.289

0.000

Step 2

PPST Writing

0.069

2&99

0.289

0.000

Step 3

PPST Mathematics

0.002

0.76

0.048

0.383

Step 4

AC T English

0.041

18.73

0.261

Step 5

ACT MQlhemalics

0.017

7.73

0.1S8

0.000
(kOOd

Q.
C

Q.

Regression 3

■CD
D
(/)
(/)

40\
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by number o f years spent at UNLV (beta = -.240, p < .0001), percent o f college transfer
credits (beta = .238, p < .0005), high school GPAs (beta = .128, p < .05), Tests and
Measurement class grades (beta = .139, p < .05), gender (beta = .17, p < .05), ACT
Mathematics scores (beta = .195, p < .05), and Introduction to Education class grades
(beta = .134, p < .05). These eight variables explain 45 percent o f the variance in UNLV
undergraduate GPAs (R"=.45, F=16.97, p<.0001). PPST subtest scores were excluded
from the regression equation due to their lack o f statistical significance; in other words,
none of the PPST subtest scores accounts for additional variance in undergraduate GPAs
when the above variables are available for analysis. This further confirms the weakness
o f the evidence o f PPST scores' predictive validity. One must note, that when ACT scores
are not included in the list o f stepwise regression analysis predictor variables, following
number o f years spent at UNLV (beta = -.369, p < .0001) and high school GPA (beta =
.312, p < .0001), PPST Reading scores do appear as third most significant predictors o f
undergraduate GPA (beta = .262, p < .0001), accounting for 6.7 percent of its variance.
Limitations
The PPST database obtained from the College o f Education Advisor’s Office
contained both paper-pencil and computer based PPST scores (CBT). For the purpose o f
this study, all paper-pencil PPST scores were converted to CBT scores using the Praxis 1
Concordance Table, as shown in Table 15, provided by ETS. ETS advised against such a
conversion, asserting that it is "not appropriate" to convert the scores, as the paper-pencil
based and the CBT Praxis 1 tests are "two entirely different tests" (J. Wassum,
Educational Testing Service, personal communication, August 1, 2000). It is worth
noting that most states that use the PPST do accept CBT scores as an alternative to scores
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Table 14
Stepwise Regression Analysis - Criterion Variable College GPA (n = 1,062)

■8D
CQ'

33"
CD
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■D

Model
Code
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

R Square

Changes Associated with Each Additional Variable
R Square Change
F Change
Significance

Beta

0.155
0.296
0.337
0.366
0.392
0.412
0.434
0.450

0.155
0.142
0.041
0.029
0.026
0.021
0.021
0.016

0.185
-0.240
0.238
0.128
0.139
0.170
0.195
0.134

31.673
34.606
10.617
7.653
7.113
5.964
6.228
4.930

0.000
0.000
0.001
0.006
0.008
0.016
0.014
0.028

O
Q.
C

aO
3

■D
O
CD
Q.

a
b
c
d
e
f

■CD
D
C/î
C/)

g
h
Note:

Predictors; ACT English
Predictors: ACT English, Years at UNLV
Predictors: ACT English, Years at UNLV, Transfer Credits
Predictors: ACT English, Years at UNLV, Transfer Credits, High School GPA
Predictors: ACT English, Years at UNLV, Transfer Credits, High School GPA,
Measurement Class Grades
Predictors: ACT English, Years at UNLV, Transfer Credits, High School GPA,
Measurement Class Grades, Gender
Predictors: ACT English, Years at UNLV, Transfer Credits, High School GPA,
Measurement Class Grades, Gender, ACT Mathematics
Predictors: ACT English, Years at UNLV, Transfer Credits, High School GPA,
Measurement Class Grades, Gender, ACT Mathematics, Intro. To Education Course Grades
Excluded Variables - PPST Scores, Race, Year of Birth; Class Grades in Counseling, Freshmen
English, Introduction To Educational Psychology, Introduction to Special Education, Freshmen
History, Freshmen Math, Freshmen Sociology
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Table 15
Praxis I Concordance Table Relating PPST and CBT Scores
Mathematics
PPST
CBT
190
335
189
334
188
333
187
332
186
331
185
330
184
329
183
328
182
327
181
326
180*
325
324
179
178
323
177
322
176
321
175
320
174
319
173
318
172
317
171
316
170
315
169
314
168
313
167
312
166
311
165
310

Reading
PPST
CBT

187
186
185
184
183
182
181
180 *
179
178
177
176
175
174
173
172
171
170
169
168
167
166
165

334
333
332
331
330
329
329
328
327
326
325
323
322
321
320
319
317
316
315
314
313
312
311

Writing
PPST
190
189
188
187
186
185
184
183
182
181
180*
179
178
177
176
175
174
173
172
171
170
169
168
167
166
165

CBT
335
335
334
334
333
332
331
330
330
329
239
328
326
325
324
322
320
319
318
316
314
313
312
310
308
307

* Score equivalents for PPST scores 165 to 180 from actual ETS concordance table;
remaining necessary conversion performed by key investigator
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on the paper-pencil test for admission/licensure purposes. Table 16 illustrates that
correlations between converted. PPST scores and. ACT scores are similar to correlations
between paper-pencil PPST scores and ACT scores, but are lower than correlations
between CBT scores and ACT scores.
A limitation to most studies on the predictive validity evidence of
licensure/admission tests is that performance data to be predicted are not available for the
majority o f those with scores below the cutoff point. Similarly, this study relied on
university records o f College o f Education students w ho have graduated, thereby
excluding those students who were prevented from entering the program, or who left the
program either voluntarily or involuntarily. Consequently, the correlations are likely to be
attenuated in the current study.
Incomplete data present another limitation to this study. Various course grades, ACT
scores, and PPST scores were not available for a considerable proportion o f the 4,220
teacher education program graduates. Some reasons for these deficiencies might be
unreported scores, transfer status o f students, and inadequate institutional record keeping.
Discussion
An increasing number o f colleges of education require passing scores on the PPST
for admission into their teacher preparation programs. Some researchers advance that
these testing requirements might satisfy the public's covet for higher teacher selection and
education standards, but do not actually help raise these standards (Cobb et al., 1999;
Garcia, 1986; Mitchell et al., 1999). Thus, a large proportion o f pre-service teachers
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Table 16
Correlations* B etw een PPST and AC T Scores

A C T English

AC T M athematics

PPST Reading

0.543

0.398

PPST Writing

0.511

0.447

PPST M athematics

0.371

0.368

PPST Reading

0.603

0.393

PPST Writing

0.458

0.444

PPST M athematics

0.345

0.412

PPST Reading

0.700

0.478

PPST Writing

0.618

0.495

PPST M athematics

0.612

0.608

8
cii

33".
CD

D
■CD
O
Q.

Converted (n = 372)

Paper-pencil (n = 204)

C
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3
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O

o
c
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g
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(g

Computer (n = 1 3 5 )

* AU correlations are significant at the 0.0001 level (2-tailed),
Note; 33 records contained a com bination o f paper-pencil and CBT scores, and were not included in the above analysis.

o"
3

u,
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unnecessarily invest time, money, and energy to take tests with minimal discriminatory
power with respect to the identification of potential levels o f success in teacher education
programs (Cobb etal., 1999; Duke & Duke, 1990; Dybdahl et ah, 1997; Garcia, 1986;
Soules, 1993). The findings o f the current study support such views.
Correlations among ACT and PPST scores are moderately strong and positive; at
least 40.6 percent o f the variance in PPST scores is explained by ACT scores. Several
other researchers have found statistically significant moderately high, to high positive
correlations (ranging from .30 to .86) between PPST scores and ACT scores (Aksamit,
Mitchell, & Posebl, 1987; Duke & Duke, 1990; Heard & Ayers, 1988; Nance &
Kiimison, 1988; Poggio et al., 1997; Salzman, 1991; Sibert, 1989; Stoker & Tarrab, 1985;
Soules et al., 1993). This suggests that the two tests measure similar constructs. Almost
all students who failed the PPST had ACT scores o f 21 or lower, and students with ACT
scores o f 22 or higher passed the PPST. This confirms that PPST scores do not make a
substantial difference in screening teacher preparation program applicants when their
ACT scores are available for review. Soules's (1993) recommendation based on similar
findings resulted in the approval o f the New Mexico State Department of Education to
exempt students with ACT scores o f 21 or higher, approximately 45 percent of all
applicants, from taking the PPST. In addition, the vast majority o f the remaining students
who had scores of 21 or lower on the ACT tests passed the PPST subtests, verifying
Cobb et al.'s assertion that these basic skills tests are the "most inefficient, the most
pervasive, and yield the least usable information to the examinee and to the pre-service
institution" (1999, p. 175).
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None o f the correlations between PPST subtest scores and Student Teaching grades
is statistically significant; two o f the correlations are, although not statistically
significantly so, negative. There is no statistically significant difference between Student
Teaching grades of those below and those above the PPST cut-scores. Although PPST
scores do predict, to some extent, UNLV undergraduate GPAs and grades in some
college courses, hierarchical regression analysis reveals that PPST scores do not predict
student GPAs over and above ACT scores. This supports findings o f Dybdahl et al.
(1997), Hicken (1992), and Sentz (1991) that students might be excluded from teacher
preparation programs "on the basis of a test that has not been proven to separate students
who can succeed from those who cannot" (Hicken, 1992, p. 261).
The following eight variables were identified in a stepwise regression analysis as
statistically significant predictors of teacher candidates' overall UNLV undergraduate
GPAs, in order o f significance: ACT English scores, number o f years spent at UNLV,
percent o f college transfer credits, high school GPAs, Tests and Measurements class
grades, gender, ACT Mathematics scores, and Introduction to Education class grades.
These eight variables explain 45 percent of the variance in UNLV undergraduate GPAs.
PPST subtest scores were excluded from the regression equation due to their lack of
statistical significance; in other words, none o f the PPST subtest scores statistically
significantly predicts UNLV undergraduate GPAs when the listed variables are available
for inclusion in the analysis. Clearly, in this analysis, PPST scores do not predict
performance in student teaching, and they do not predict academic performance over and
above ACT scores.
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Recommendations
Based, on this study’s findings, it is recommended that policy makers consider
students who achieve 22 or higher on the ACT (approximately fifty percent of PPST
Reading and Writing, and thirty-five percent o f PPST Mathematics test takers) to be
waived from taking the PPST. ACT subtests are widely used college admissions exams
that measure similar constructs as the more expensive PPST subtests. Their use, along
with undergraduate Sophomore GPAs and grades in introductory education courses, as
teacher education program entrance requirements would be a cost-effective and timeefficient alternative for UNLV teacher education program applicants and administration.
Need for Further Studies
Studies have shown that basic skills teacher licensure tests are weak predictors o f
success in teacher preparation programs. Although m ost o f these studies encountered
limitations created by missing and incomplete data, some o f the findings suggest that the
use of these tests for college o f education admission purposes is inappropriate. For these
basic skills tests are also utilized for teacher certification purposes, future studies should
investigate how they predict performance as a beginning teacher. Efficient record keeping
and cooperation on the university, district, and state levels are essential, however, in
conducting such research.
Longitudinal or time-series studies of entering teacher education candidates
throughout their careers as students and beginning teachers could help alleviate
limitations created by missing records for those who do not complete the program. With
such analyses, identification o f attrition and retention related academic and demographic
characteristics o f all students would be attainable, thus attenuation of correlations would
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be avoided. Findings o f such studies would present a more accurate interpretation o f test
score validity evidence.
Considering the high stakes nature of admission and licensure tests, investigation of
other potentially valid assessment tools as screening devices for pre-service teacher
admission and certification is critical. Further studies may establish beginning teachers'
ACT scores and grades in selected college classes as sufficient evidence o f their basic
academic knowledge, thereby eliminating the necessity o f PPST scores as admission and
licensure criteria. The weak validity evidence o f academic characteristics, including
PPST scores, as predictors o f student teaching performance might be in part due to the
weak validity evidence o f student teaching grade as a criterion variable that measures
teaching performance. Thus, studies should also examine the potential use of more valid
performance-based assessments, such as the Praxis HI (ETS) scores, as appropriate
criterion variables.
On the UNLV college level, there is a need to examine the reasons underlying the
moderately high positive correlations between the percentage o f college transfer credits
and overall UNLV undergraduate GPAs o f education graduates (r = .297, p < .0001). In
particular, why students with a higher proportion of transfer credits tend to achieve higher
overall UNLV GPAs. This would be a timely investigation, as UNLV has entered a
partnership with the Community College o f Southern Nevada (CCSN), according to
which hundreds o f CCSN students are being transferred to the UNLV teacher education
program to help resolve the problem of teacher shortages in the Clark County School
District (University and Community College System o f Nevada, Board of Regents,
1998). Nevada community colleges are the number one source o f transfer credits for pre-
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service teachers at UNLV; since 1990, approximately 30 percent o f all transfer credits
originated in Nevada community colleges, followed by the University o f Nevada, Reno
representing an additional 3 percent.
Two other phenomena that surfaced during this study are that female pre-service
teachers at UNLV possess academic characteristics superior to their male counterparts,
and that UNLV College o f Education students with Student Teaching grades below B
perform no differently on academic criteria than those with grades o f B or above. Studies
investigating the reasons behind this apparent gender inequality, and the validity o f
UNLV Student Teaching grades, are fundamental in the pursuit o f fair and reliable
academic performance measures for all pre-service teachers at UNLV.
Conclusion
The validity evidence o f basic skills teacher licensure test scores as teacher education
program admission criteria remains to be strengthened. Continual research oa the validity
of these and other teacher licensure tests, including performance-based tests such as the
Praxis III, is fundamental to the development o f educational reform policies and
programs that protect the interest of not only elementary and secondary school students,
but that o f their teachers as well.
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